
  

   

 
EUROPEAN YOUNG MASTERS 

Sedin Golf Resort, Slovakia 
July 27 - 29, 2023 

 

LOCAL RULES 
For this tournament, only the following Local Rules apply,  

in addition to the current EGA Hard Card (Conditions of Competition & Local Rules 2023). 
 

Version 2 – Subject to change 
 
 
 

1. Ball Deflected by Power Line 
If it is known or virtually certain that a player's ball hit a power line or a pole supporting a power line 
during the play of holes 5 or 13, the player must replay the stroke by playing the original ball or another 
ball from the spot where that stroke was made (see Rule 14.6). If the player replays the stroke but does 
so from a wrong place, they get the general penalty under Rule 14.7. If the player does not replay the 
stroke, they get the general penalty and the stroke counts, but the player has not played from a wrong 
place. 

2. Dropping Zone on hole 12 
If a player’s ball is in a red penalty area on hole 12, including when it is known or virtually certain to be in 
a penalty area even though not found, the player has these relief options, each for one penalty stroke: 
• The player may take relief under Rule 17.1, or 
• As an extra option, the player may drop the original ball or another ball in the dropping zone on the 

walkway towards the green. The dropping zone is a relief area under Rule 14.3. 
 

For your information: 
1. Distance marker stakes (100, 150 and 200 m stakes) are moveable obstructions if they can be easily 

removed. 
2. All distance markers are measured to the front of the green. 
3. The EGA tee signage on holes 1 and 10 are temporary immovable obstructions. 

 
 

Phone numbers: 
Referee, for assistance........  +421 905 861 047 
Tournament office ..............  +41 79 875 89 26 
Organizing committee ........  +421 908 491 633 
 
 
 
 
Penalty for breach of Local Rule: General penalty. 


